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In this study, we characterize age-related phenotypes of human 
hematopoietic stem cells (HSC). We report increased frequencies of 
HSC, hematopoietic progenitor cells and lineage negative cells in the 

elderly but a decreased frequency of multi-lymphoid progenitors. Aged 
human HSC further exhibited a delay in initiating division ex vivo though 
without changes in their division kinetics. The activity of the small 
RhoGTPase Cdc42 was elevated in aged human hematopoietic cells and 
we identified a positive correlation between Cdc42 activity and the fre-
quency of HSC upon aging. The frequency of human HSC polar for 
polarity proteins was, similar to the mouse, decreased upon aging, while 
inhibition of Cdc42 activity via the specific pharmacological inhibitor of 
Cdc42 activity, CASIN, resulted in re-polarization of aged human HSC 
with respect to Cdc42. Elevated activity of Cdc42 in aged HSC thus con-
tributed to age-related changes in HSC. Xenotransplant, using NBSGW 
mice as recipients, showed elevated chimerism in recipients of aged 
compared to young HSC. Aged HSC treated with CASIN ex vivo dis-
played an engraftment profile similar to recipients of young HSC. Taken 
together, our work reveals strong evidence for a role of elevated Cdc42 
activity in driving aging of human HSC, and similar to mice, this presents 
a likely possibility for attenuation of aging in human HSC.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction 

Aging is associated with tissue degeneration, aging-related diseases and an 
increased susceptibility to infections.1,2 These hallmarks of aging have been linked 
to aging-related changes within somatic stem cell compartments, and primarily 
investigated in animal models like mice.3,4 One of the most extensively studied 
somatic stem cell-based system is the hematopoietic system. Hematopoietic stem 
cells (HSC) maintain blood homeostasis and show an age-related decline in overall 
function in mice,5 which includes an increase in myelopoiesis,6 accumulation of 
DNA damage,7 changes in epigenomic and transcriptional programs,8 decreased 
cell polarity and aberrant activity of the small RhoGTPase Cdc42.9 Although sig-
nificant progress has been achieved in elucidating mechanisms of aging of murine 
HSC, it remains unclear whether these mechanisms can be simply extrapolated to 
other species, including humans. Early studies on HSC number and function in 
larger mammals showed, based on stochastic modeling, clear differences in HSC 
biology and aging to the murine model.10,11 These data suggested that HSC from 
non-human primates cycle more slowly and that fewer numbers of HSC clones 
actively contribute to hematopoiesis in humans at steady-state than in mice. This 
connotes that non-human primates and murine HSC may undergo different stress 
intensities such as the rate of accruing DNA damage and, as a result, may exhibit 
dissimilarities in aging. 



In addition, mice show an increase in HSC frequency 
with age, while the rhesus monkey, shows a decrease 
with age.12 Moreover, even among distinct murine inbred 
strains, HSC number and function is distinct upon aging, 
like C57BL/6 mice present with an elevated number of 
HSC upon aging, but not so in DBA/2 animals.13,14 For 
these reasons, novel studies into understanding mecha-
nisms of aging of human HSC are warranted and are a pre-
requisite to bolster the transition of this knowledge into 
the clinic. 

Age-related changes in the frequency and function of 
HSPC have been in part previously described by a small 
number of groups. One study for example reported no 
changes in the re-population potential of aged HSC and a 
decreased propensity for myeloid differentiation while 
another recorded a decline in the reconstitution capacity 
of aged HSC with an increased myeloid differentiation 
potential.15,16 Both groups used NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid 
Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) animals as recipients for in vivo xeno-
transplantation to study the function of human HSC. 
This model requires irradiation of the recipient animal for 
the successful establishment of xenotransplants17 which 
might contribute to variable secondary effects not linked 
to the transplanted HSC. New and improved mouse 
models have been created that do not require pre-condi-
tioning of the recipients for achieving human xeno-
chimerism.18,19 NOD.Cg-KitW-41J Tyr + Prkdcscid 

Il2rgtm1Wjl/ThomJ (NBSGW) animals bear in addition to the 
NSG genotype a mutation in the Kit gene.19 The Kit muta-
tion enables donor cells to efficiently engraft without irra-
diation.20 We characterize here aged human HSC with a 
special focus on likely shared hallmarks of age-related 
changes among human and murine HSC and describe a 
novel approach to attenuate aging of human HSC. Our 
data support the possibility of rejuvenating the function 
of aged human HSC due to similarities between aging of 
murine and human HSC.  

 
 

Methods 

Primary cells 
Bone marrow cells were isolated from young (range, 23-39 

years; median age 27 years) donors acquired from Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital Medical Center and aged (range, 58-82 
years; median age 66 years) individuals undergoing heart sur-
gery at the Ulm University Clinic, Department of Heart, 
Thoracic and Vascular Surgery (additional details of age strata 
are provided in the Online Supplementary Methods). All donors 
were hematologically healthy. Sample collection and investiga-
tion was approved by the Internal Review Board 
(Ethikkomission) of Ulm University (392/16). 

Flow cytometric analysis and cell sorting 
Mononuclear cells (MNC) were thawed and stained in phos-

phate-buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 3% fetal bovine 
serum (FBS) with human specific antibodies (see the Online 
Supplementary Methods for details). Different cell populations 
were identified and sorted on a BD FACS ARIA II 4L SORP (BD 
Biosciences) according to the markers used by van Galen et al.21 

Single cell division assay 
Single HSC were sorted into Terasaki plates and checked 

every 12 hours under a light microscope (further details are pro-
vided in the Online Supplementary Methods). 

Colony forming unit assay 
In order to assess the myeloid and erythroid generative poten-

tial of samples, 200 HSC were seeded in methylcellulose medi-
um (further details are provided in the Online Supplementary 
Methods). 

Xenotransplantation 
All animal experiments were carried out in accordance to 

institutional guidelines and approved by the 
Regierungspräsidium Tübingen (TVA 1412). Five hundred HSC 
were injected via the tail vein into non-conditioned or low dose 
irradiated (1.6 Gy) NBSGW mice. At 8 and 12 weeks, aspirates 
were drawn from the bone marrow (BM) of mice after adminis-
tering anesthesia. Human cells were identified using human-spe-
cific antibodies (see the Online Supplementary Methods for further 
details) and analyzed on LSR Fortessa SORP flow cytometer (BD 
Biosciences). Human chimerism was determined as a percentage 
of total CD45+ cells and mature cells, as a percentage of human 
CD45+ cells. 

CASIN treatment 
HSC were collected in serum-free expansion media and incu-

bated at 37°C, 3% oxygen for 1 hour. Cells were then trans-
ferred into media ± CASIN, incubated for 4 hours and washed. 
Cells were then used in subsequent experiments. 

Immunofluorescent staining 
Cells were seeded in serum-free expansion media, fixed and 

polarity for Cdc42 or tubulin assessed as previously described by 
Florian et al.9 Cdc42-GTP in HSC was determined using the anti-
body described by Althoff et al.22 (see the Online Supplementary 
Methods for further details).  

Western blot 
A Rac/Cdc42 assay reagent (# 14-325, Millipore) was used in 

pull down assays according to the manufacturer’s protocol (see 
the Online Supplementary Methods for further details).   

Statistical analysis 
Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism 8 

(version 8.1.2) and are presented as mean ± standard deviation 
(SD) or mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and box plots 
as minimum and maximum points. Kendall’s correlation analy-
sis was performed with R version 4.0.3, RStudio Team (2020) 
version 1.3.1093. *P<0.05, **P<0.005, ***P<0.0005.  

 
 

Results 

Changes in the immunophenotypic frequencies of 
hematopoietic populations occur with age 

Data on whether there are changes in the frequency of 
HSC in the BM of humans upon aging remains controver-
sial. This might be, at least in part, due to different gating 
strategies employed to identify human HSC.15,16 Using a 
more recently established and improved marker profile 
for the identification of human HSC21 (Online 
Supplementary Figure S1A), we first determined the fre-
quency of HSC (Lin-CD34+SSc low CD38-CD90+CD45ra-), 
HSPC (Lin-CD34+SSc low CD38-) and Lin-CD34+SSc low cells 
in BM cells from the sternum of the elderly. While the fre-
quency of the Lin-CD34+SSc low population did not change 
with age within our cohort, the HSPC frequency within 
Lin-CD34+SSc low population and HSC frequency within 
HSPC population increased with age (Figure 1A to C). 
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These results support an increase in the HSPC population 
with age previously described for the iliac crest.16,23 Our 
observations further indicate that the age-related increase 
in frequency is not restricted to a single anatomical site or, 
in our studies, influenced by sex (Online Supplementary 
Figure S1B and C). In addition, the frequency of HSC 
within the Lin-CD34+SSc low population in the sternum was 
also significantly higher than in the young16 (Online 
Supplementary Figure S1D). We also found a not yet 
described increase in the frequency of lineage negative 
cells within the MNC population in aged donors (Figure 
1D). The frequency of common myeloid progenitor/ 
megakaryocyte–erythroid progenitor (CMP/MEP, Lin-
CD34+SSc low CD38+CD90-CD45ra-) and multipotent pro-
genitor (MPP, Lin-CD34+SSc low CD38-CD90-CD45ra-) did 
not change upon aging, while the frequency of 
immunophenotypic multipotent lymphoid progenitor 
(MLP, Lin-CD34+SSc low CD38-CD90-/low CD45ra+) with-
in the Lin- population decreased significantly (Figure 1E 
and F). Our results demonstrate and confirm that aging is 
associated with an increase in the frequency of 
hematopoietic progenitor and HSC, but with a decrease 
in the frequency of MLP.  

Aged hematopoietic stem cells are delayed in 
the initiation of division 

We next tested whether the age-related increase in the 
HSC frequency might be linked to an elevated division 
rate of aged HSC. To this end, we determined the dynam-
ics of first or second divisions of individual HSC ex vivo 
(Figure 2A). In general, BM-derived HSC showed a 
delayed initiation of division when compared to HSC 
from cord blood (CB) or HSC mobilized to blood (Online 
Supplementary Figure S2A and B). Surprisingly, aged HSC 
actually showed a delay until the first 50% of HSC under-
went their first division compared to young HSC (Online 
Supplementary Figure S2B and C). This delay in initiation of 
division of aged HSC was still imminent in the presence of 
a different combination of cytokines (Online Supplementary 
Figure S2C to E) as well as under normoxic conditions 
(Online Supplementary Figure S2 F and G). The overall rate 
of division after initiation though was similar for both 
young and aged HSC for both the first division (Figure 2E) 
as well as the second division (Figure 2D to E; Online 
Supplementary Figure S2E). We next examined the propor-
tion of cells in the distinct phases of the cell cycle by stain-
ing for DNA (Hoechst 33342) and Ki-67 (Ki-67 antibody) 

Cdc42 and aging of human HSC
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Figure 1. Flow cytometric analysis of different bone marrow populations isolated from young (white) and aged (grey) donors. Populations of interest within the low-
density mononuclear cell fraction (MNC) were identified and frequencies of (A) Lin-CD34+ssc low, (B) hematopoietic stem progenitor cells (HSPC), (C) hematopoietic 
stem cells (HSC) and (D) Lin- cells from young and aged donors were determined. *P<0.04, **P<0.005; Mann-Whitney and t-test with Welch’s correction. Bars rep-
resent the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). (E) Representative image of common myeloid progenitor/ megakaryocyte–erythroid progenitor (CMP/MEP), 
multipotent progenitor (MPP) and multipotent lymphoid progenitor (MLP) gates. (F) The frequency of CMP/MEP, MPP and MLP in the Lin- fraction of donors. 
**P=0.003; Mann-Whitney test. Bars represent the mean ± SEM. 17< nyoung >20; 23< naged >29. Donor age: young =23-39 years (yr), median =27 yr; aged =58-82 yr, 
median =65 yr. nyoung: number of young donors; naged: number of aged donors. 
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(Online Supplementary Figure S3A and B). The proportions 
of young and aged HSC in the G0, G1 and S-G2-M phases of 
the cell cycle were similar, hence the delayed initiation of 
division was not simply driven by a higher frequency of 
quiescent cells upon aging. In aggregation, aged HSC 
show a delayed initiation of division that is not linked to 
a higher frequency of cells in G0 or G1, while once division 
is initiated, there is no difference in the overall kinetics of 
the division.  

Cdc42 activity is increased in human hematopoietic 
stem cells from the elderly and correlates with an 
increase in hematopoietic stem cell frequency 

The small RhoGPTase Cdc42 cycles between an active 
(GTP bound) and inactive (GDP bound) state24 and has 
been shown to have essential roles in HSC regulation.25 
We previously demonstrated that the active form (GTP-
bound form) of the small RhoGTPase Cdc42 was 
increased in murine low-density bone marrow (LDBM) 
cells as well as in HSC upon aging, and that this increase 
in HSC resulted in the age-related increase in HSC fre-
quency in mice.9 We therefore determined the level of 
activity of Cdc42 in human LDBM from the elderly by a 

standard pull down assay (Figure 3A; Online Supplementary 
Figure S4A). Pull-down replicates on the same samples 
from randomized donors demonstrated overall high 
reproducibility of the pull-down assay also on primary 
human samples (Online Supplementary Figure S4B). We 
observed an approximate 4-fold increase in the relative 
Cdc42 activity in LDBM cells from elderly donors com-
pared to the young (Figure 3B) which was re-affirmed in 
correlation analysis of Cdc42 activity and age (Online 
Supplementary Figure S4C). Using immunofluorescence 
imaging, we found aged HSC had significantly higher 
Cdc42-GTP expression than young HSC (Figure 3C to E; 
Online Supplementary Figure S4D), implying primitive stem 
cells also undergo Cdc42 activity changes upon aging. In 
addition, we identified a positive association between 
Cdc42 activity and HSC frequency but not between 
Cdc42 activity and HSPC frequency (Figure 3F and G). 
Furthermore, the spread of values and, thus, the standard 
deviation (Figure 3B) was higher in the aged group than in 
the young, which points to a strong increase in hetero-
geneity of the hematopoietic system in individuals upon 
aging. Heterogeneity upon aging in mice is, for example, 
less pronounced due to their inbred nature.26–28 In aggrega-
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Figure 2. Kinetics of single cell division of young (blue) and aged (green) hematopoietic stem cells cultured ex vivo. (A) Experimental design of cells singly sorted 
into plates containing M4 media and incubated at 37°C, 3% oxygen. (B) Cumulative first division of live young and aged hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) and (C) time 
by which 50% of the cells have undergone the first division. *P=0.03; t-test with Welch’s correction. Bars represent the mean ± standard error the mean (SEM). (D) 
Cumulative second division of live young and aged HSC. (E) Slope was derived as linear regression fits and probability values calculated from the correlation coeffi-
cients (M4 calculations in the box). Each curve was derived from cumulative gaussian fits with robust regression. nyoung=6; naged=5 different donors. Donor age: young 
=27-39 years (yr), median =28 yr; aged =64-75 yr, median =69 yr.
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tion, the data show that similar to mice, primitive 
hematopoietic cells from elderly humans show elevated 
Cdc42 activity. The level of Cdc42 activity in individuals 
correlates positively with the frequency of HSC, support-
ing a possible role for Cdc42 activity in causing the elevat-
ed HSC frequency, similar to what has been described in 
the mouse.8,29 

The frequency of hematopoietic stem cells polar for 
Cdc42 and tubulin declines upon aging  

Another established age-related hallmark for murine 
HSC is the reduction in frequency of cells polar for cytoso-
lic polarity proteins like tubulin and Cdc42 (Figure 4A). 
This “apolarity” of aged murine HSC is a direct conse-
quence of the elevated activity of Cdc42 itself in aged HSC9 
and likely results in a change in the mode of the division of 
aged murine HSC.8 We therefore determined the frequency 
of aged human HSC that showed a polar distribution of 

Cdc42 and tubulin by immunofluorescence analyses 
(Figure 4B to D). Approximately 70% of young HSC 
showed a polar distribution of Cdc42 while approximately 
70% of the aged HSC showed an apolar distribution 
(Figure 4C). The frequency of aged HSC polar for tubulin 
was also reduced (Figure 4D). Our findings establish that 
aged human HSC present with a reduced frequency of cells 
polar for polarity proteins. Oddly, we did not find a signif-
icant association between Cdc42 polarity and tubulin 
polarity in human HSC (Online Supplementary Figure S5A) 
suggesting these two parameters might not be directly cor-
related as has been shown for murine HSC.9 Nonetheless, 
we observed a strong negative association between Cdc42 
polarity and age (Online Supplementary Figure S5B), imply-
ing the frequency of cells that remain polar decreases with 
increasing age. In order to determine whether the level of 
Cdc42 activity in human cells might be linked to the fre-
quency of cells polar for Cdc42, linear regression analyses 

Cdc42 and aging of human HSC
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Figure 3. Relative expression of Cdc42 activity in young and aged hematopoietic stem cells. (A) Representative image of western blot. (B) Quantitative expression 
of relative Cdc42 activity normalized to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). *P= 0.010, if the two points with activity higher than 20 are excluded, 
then P=0.017; Mann-Whitney test. Bars represent the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). nyoung=13; naged=41. Donor age: young =23-39 years (yr), median = 27 
yr; aged = 60-82 yr, median = 66 yr. (C) Representative confocal image of Cdc42-GTP expression in hematopoietic stem cells (HSC). Cdc42-GTP quantification of 
young and aged HSC normalized to (D) DAPI intensity and (E) cell size. ***P=0.0001, **P=0.0012; Mann-Whitney test. Bars = mean ± SEM and nyoung=66; naged=67, 
from three different donors per cohort. Donor age: young =27-31 years (yr), median =27 yr; aged =63-76 yr, median =76 yr. Scale bar represents 2 mm. (F) Correlation 
analysis (Spearman) of relative Cdc42 activity and HSC frequency (r=0.4, P= 0.05, n=37) and (G) hematopoietic stem progenitor cell (HSPC) frequency (r= 0.3, 
P=0.175, n=22), broken grey lines represent 95% Confidence Interval. 
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of Cdc42 activity and Cdc42 polarity were performed on 
human HSC. The data revealed that indeed Cdc42 activity 
and the frequency of polar HSC were inversely correlated 
(Figure 4E), suggesting a causative link between Cdc42 
activity and polarity also for human HSC. 

Aged hematopoietic stem cells are repolarized  
by pharmacological inhibition of Cdc42 activity 

CASIN (Cdc42 activity specific inhibitor) is a pharma-
cological compound that specifically inhibits the activity 
of Cdc42.30,31 We thus tested whether inhibition of Cdc42 
activity in aged human HSC via CASIN might result in 
an increase in the frequency of polar HSC. CASIN indeed 
increased the frequency of HSC polar for Cdc42 in a 
dose-dependent fashion (Figure 4F) but not for tubulin 
(Online Supplementary Figure S5C). Inhibition of Cdc42 
activity, thus, increases the frequency of aged HSC polar 

for Cdc42, though not fully to the frequency seen in 
young HSC (Figure 4C). This data confirms that elevated 
activity of Cdc42 is, at least in part, causative for the 
reduced polarity of aged human HSC similar to aged 
murine HSC.8,9,32 

CASIN treatment induces early division onset in aged 
hematopoietic stem cells  

We previously demonstrated that HSC from aged 
donors were delayed in division onset in comparison to 
HSC isolated from the young (Figure 2B and C), hence we 
assessed the effect CASIN treatment would have on the 
division of aged HSC. Our results show that upon CASIN 
treatment, aged HSC commence division hours before 
untreated HSC (Figure 4G) with no additional effect on 
the second division (Online Supplementary Figure S6D to E). 
We observed that the time taken for 50% of untreated 
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Figure 4. Hematopoietic stem cells polarity assessment and division kinetics in the presence and absence of CASIN. (A) Illustration of a polar and apolar cell. (B) 
Representative immunofluorescent images taken with a confocal microscope. Quantification of the proportion of young (white) and aged (grey) donor cells polar for 
(C) Cdc42 and (D) tubulin. ***P=0.00018, **P=0.002; t-test, false discovery rate approach. Bars represent the  mean ±  standard error of the mean (SEM). Scale 
bar represents 2 mm; nyoung>5; naged>8. Donor age: young =26-39  years (yr), median =28 yr; aged =58-82 yr, median =65 yr. (E) Correlation analysis (Pearson) of Cdc42 
polarity and relative Cdc42 activity (r=0.6, P=0.03, n =13), broken grey lines represent 95% Confidence Interval. (F) Quantification of Cdc42 polarity of hematopoietic 
stem cells (HSC) after treatment with CASIN. *P=0.03; Mann-Whitney test. Bars represen the mean ± SD. naged>2. Donor age: aged =61-81  years (yr), median = 62 
yr. (G) Cumulative first division of aged HSC with and without CASIN and (H) time by which 50% of the cells have undergone the first division. Curve was derived from 
cumulative gaussian fits with robust regression. naged and naged+CASIN=4. Donor age: aged =63-71 yr, median =66 yr.
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HSC to undergo first division was considerably longer 
than cells treated with 5 mM or 10 mM CASIN albeit not 
statistically significant (P=0.06, Figure 4H) suggesting the 
inhibition of Cdc42 activity may facilitate or support early 
division onset. 

Aged hematopoietic stem cells show an elevated level 
of chimerism but balanced differentiation in NBSGW 
xenotransplants 

Murine xenotransplant models that are used to test the 
potential of human HSC usually require irradiation of the 
recipient animal for establishing human engraftment.17 
Irradiation of the recipients though might contribute to 
variable secondary effects not linked to the potential of 
the transplanted HSC. In order to circumvent the necessi-
ty for irradiation of the recipients in xenotransplants, we 
utilized NBSGW animals as recipients33 to assess the func-
tion of young, aged and CASIN-treated aged human HSC 
in vivo. 

To this end, 500 HSC were injected via the tail vein into 
mice and BM chimerism was analyzed at week 8 and 12 
post xenotransplantation. Mice were considered to be suc-
cessfully engrafted when the level of human hematopoiet-
ic cells (huCD45+) detected was higher than 0.1% of total 
CD45+ cells.34 In general, transplants with human BM-

derived HSC result in a much lower level of chimerism in 
comparison to transplants with CB-derived HSC (data not 
shown). Animals transplanted with aged human HSC 
showed a significantly higher level of engraftment (mean 
3.7%) compared to recipients that received young HSC 
(mean 0.6%) and the aged + CASIN groups (mean 1.6%, 
2.1%) (Figure 5A). Chimerism driven by aged HSC further 
increased at 12 weeks post-transplantation (mean 5%) 
compared to chimerism driven by young HSC (Figure 5B). 
This result was surprising, as the small number of previous 
studies in which aged human cells were transplanted into 
irradiated recipients demonstrated a lower16 or at least sim-
ilar chimerism15 stemming from aged compared to young 
human HSC. In order to test whether irradiation of recipi-
ents might influence the reconstitution potential of aged 
HSC, we also transplanted young and aged human HSC 
into irradiated (1.6 Gy) NBSGW mice. Recipients of aged 
HSC displayed similar levels of chimerism compared to 
recipients of young HSC, and only marginal differences in 
their differentiation profile (Online Supplementary Figure 
S6A to C). Irradiation of recipients might thus influence the 
reconstitution potential of aged human HSC in xenotrans-
plantation experiments. In summary, our results demon-
strate that aged HSC show an overall elevated contribution 
to BM upon transplantation into NBSGW animals. 

Cdc42 and aging of human HSC
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Figure 5. Analysis of xenotransplantation experiment under non-irradiated settings. Frequency of human cells in the bone marrow (BM) of NBSGW mice at (A) 8 
weeks and (B) 12 weeks post-transplant. (C) Emergence of human myeloid cells and (D) B cells post-transplant from young (blue), aged (green) and CASIN-treated 
aged (orange, brown) -recipients. Red line represents averages of non-transplanted controls. Bars represent the mean "±"  standard deviation (SD). n = 6 different 
donors per cohort, 46 mice at 8 weeks and 42 mice at 12 weeks. Donor age: young =24-35 years (yr), median =27 yr; aged =60-81 yr, median =62 yr.
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Aged HSC treated with CASIN at 5 mM or 10 mM were 
more similar in their contribution to chimerism to young 
HSC at 8 weeks post transplantation. Aged HSC treated 
with the higher concentration of CASIN, 10 mM, were 
able to sustain a significantly lower, young-like contribu-
tion to chimerism at 12 weeks post transplantation. This 
mirrors our finding that aged HSC, treated with 10 mM of 
CASIN, showed the highest increase in the repolarization 
of aged HSC (Figure 4F). Assessment of the frequency of 
human myeloid (CD33+) and B cells (CD19+) in the BM 
of recipient mice revealed no significant differences 
among any of the experimental groups (Figure 5C and D) 
implying that aged human HSC, at least in NBSGW ani-
mals, show no differentiation skewing as reported for 
aged murine HSC.  

Colony forming unit assays also revealed the myelo-
erythroid potential of aged and CASIN-treated aged HSC 
were preserved (Online Supplementary Figure S6F to H) 
which is in line with the report by Pang et al.16 

In summary, our xenotransplantation experiments 
demonstrate that, to our surprise, aged human HSC are 
able to confer an elevated level of chimerism upon trans-
plantation into NBSGW animals, which is likely a result of 
the elevated activity of Cdc42 in aged HSC, as aged HSC 
treated with 10 mM of CASIN are more similar to young 
HSC than to aged HSC. 

 
 

Discussion 

In this study, we characterized aging-related changes in 
human HSC and tested an intervention to target these 
aging-related changes. Using a well-established marker 
panel for the identification of primitive hematopoietic cells 
in BM, we show that there is an increase in the HSC fre-
quency and a decrease in lymphoid progenitors in BM of 
the sternum of the elderly. We specifically selected the low 
side scatter CD34+ cells as our reference population in 
accordance to the guidelines of the International Society of 
Hematotherapy and Graft Engineering (ISHAGE).35 
Additionally, the gating of low side scatter CD34+ cells 
minimizes variation across labs thereby increasing repro-
ducibility and reliability.35 It is a possibility that the dispar-
ities in previous reports on changes in the frequency of 
human HSC15,16 may result from the use of different refer-
ence populations. Our data also demonstrates a delayed 
entry of aged HSC into division, an observation similarly 
made by Flach but not us for aged murine HSC,8,36 but no 
overall delay in division kinetics once the cells start to 
divide. This finding is in contrast to observations by Pang 
et al.16 which concluded that aged HSC are more prone to 
divide. Here, Pang determined the proportion of G0 and 
non-G0 cells using Hoechst 33342 and Pyronin Y while we 
used Hoechst 33342 and Ki-67. While Pyronin Y correlates 
with RNA content, Ki-67 is seen as a marker for prolifera-
tion in itself. It is thus a possibility that upon aging the cor-
relation between elevated RNA content and proliferation 
might be somewhat diminished. The molecular mecha-
nisms of the delayed entry of aged human HSC into cell 
division upon stimulation might be linked to elevated 
Cdc42 activity as cells treated with a pharmacological 
inhibitor of Cdc42 activity (CASIN), proceeded into divi-
sion ahead of their untreated counterparts. In mutant 
yeast, hyperactive levels of Cdc42 result in the formation 
of multiple budding sites, however in wild- type cells, foci 

competition is quickly resolved, with only one axis matur-
ing and recruiting other proteins such as Bem1, to facilitate 
division.37 It is therefore a possibility that also in aged 
human HSC, the correct allocation of proteins to distinct 
positions within cells that are critical for proper initiation 
of division, might be altered upon elevated activity of 
Cdc42, resulting in a delay. 

Knowledge on the molecular mechanisms underlying 
aging of HSC have supported the development of thera-
peutic approaches to mitigate aging of HSC. For example, 
CASIN shows great promise in rejuvenating aged HSC9 
and also in reverting aging-associated immune remodel-
ing (AAIR) in murine models.32 A multivariate analysis 
model of gene expression profiles and biological age iden-
tified Cdc42 as a strong predictor of survival and that a 
higher Cdc42 level is associated with higher mortality.38 
We showed previously that the level of Cdc42 activity in 
human blood cells correlates positively with age39 and in 
this study, we identified a similar association in LDBM 
cells. Aged human HSC also show elevated activity of 
Cdc42 and a low frequency of HSC polar for polarity pro-
teins. We also report a negative correlation between the 
activity of Cdc42 in individual donors and the frequency 
of HSC polar for polarity proteins like Cdc42 in that 
donor. We could demonstrate that the inhibition of the 
activity of Cdc42 is sufficient to increase the frequency of 
chronologically aged HSC polar for Cdc42 but not for 
tubulin which suggests in human cells, Cdc42 and tubulin 
axes may not be closely linked as shown in murine cells.9 
Furthermore, the number of HSC in a given donor and 
the activity of Cdc42 in hematopoietic cells of that donor 
are positively correlated, which suggests that Cdc42 
activity may affect the frequency of human HSC upon 
aging and could therefore, directly or indirectly, con-
tribute to the increased HSC frequency observed. Given 
that in mice, apolar distribution of Cdc42 (a consequence 
of elevated activity of Cdc42) drives HSC to divide sym-
metrically,8 and that elevated activity of Cdc42 in human 
leukemia stem cells is linked to more symmetric divi-
sions,40 we postulate here an increased frequency of sym-
metric divisions also for HSC of the elderly, which 
though will require further investigations. 

In order to assess changes in function upon aging, HSC 
were transplanted into NBSGW recipients. By employing 
this model, secondary elements that may be introduced 
due to irradiation were avoided.41 We noted higher 
chimerism levels in non-conditioned recipients of aged 
HSC whereas conditioned recipients showed no increase. 
These observations also corroborate findings that irradia-
tion, even at low doses, induces functional changes in mes-
enchymal stromal cells which influences their hematopoi-
etic-supporting ability.42 Our data suggests that the elevat-
ed Cdc42 activity in aged HSC drives the age-related high 
level of chimerism observed in non-irradiated NBSGW 
recipients since recipients of young and 10 mM CASIN-
treated aged HSC exhibited close similarities in the level of 
human chimerism. The higher level of chimerism driven 
by aged human HSC further supports a model in which 
human aged HSC might predominantly undergo symmet-
rical divisions. Another possibility remains that an elevated 
repopulation potential of aged human HSC could be driven 
by the presence of individual clones43 linked to aging-relat-
ed clonal hematopoiesis reported for a certain percentage 
of the elderly.44 Most human studies though demonstrated 
clonal hematopoiesis only in peripheral blood and not 
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among HSC, thus it remains unclear whether changes in 
clonality exist already among aged HSC.44–46 We did not 
determine in this study clonality among the small number 
of HSC transplanted into animals, as this remains techni-
cally very challenging. 

In summary, we identified novel age-related phenotypes 
of human HSC and provide evidence of inter-species paral-
lels as well as differences to support translational studies in 
the aging field. Our data supports that age-related pheno-
types that are indicators of the function of aged HSC 
(Cdc42 activity, polarity, reconstitution potential in 
xenografts) are malleable in human HSC by inhibition of 
the age-related elevated activity of Cdc42. This might 
therefore present a new possibility to improve autologous 
stem cell transplants of aged donors.  
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